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Abstract—Civil wars are as frequent and debilitating now
as ever. More often than not, their resolution consists of the
negotiation of a peace accord that involves a number of provi-
sions. Although previous work in political science indicates an
underlying interdependence between provision implementation
sequences, it is unclear how the structure and dynamics of
this interdependence relate to the successful implementation of
peace accords. To fill this gap, we systematically study peace
process implementation activity from 34 peace accords containing
51 provisions negotiated between 1989 and 2015. We begin by
constructing a bipartite network between peace accords and their
provisions’ implementation and explore statistical properties
of the structural underpinnings of peace processes. Then, we
examine motifs (i.e., significantly frequent patterns) in provision
implementation activity and uncover higher order correlations
between provisions. Finally, we identify provision implementation
sequences (i.e., meta-groups) that are most strongly associated
with successful peace processes. Our empirical findings provide
new insights for the implementation of peace accords by reveal-
ing temporal sequences of peace process implementation that
help build confidence, enhance security, and ultimately prevent
negative cascading effects in different stages of the peacebuilding
process.

Index Terms—Bipartite Networks, Motifs, Meta-Groups, Topo-
logical Sorting, Peacebuilding

I. INTRODUCTION
The historical pattern of civil war termination indicates

that, over the past 30 years, negotiated peace settlements have
surpassed battle victories to become the predominant way of
ending civil wars [1]–[3]. In fact, between 1989 and 2015, 69%
of 142 civil war terminations were peacefully negotiated [4].
Once a peace settlement is reached, a number of implemen-
tation sequences are possible to put the negotiated provisions
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into practice. However, determining which provision structure
and implementation sequence is most likely to result in a
successful implementation remains a difficult task [5]. Con-
sequently, negotiated peace settlements often last 3.5 years
before conflict resumes, risking a 23% chance of conflict
reversion during the initial 5 years of implementation and 17%
chance of reversion in the subsequent 5 years [6], [7]. From
a systems perspective, the connections between peace accords
and their provision implementation represent a par excellence
complex network with intriguing topological features. The
network encodes social, economic, and political phenomena
resulting in interdependencies that make it difficult to predict
how a peace process will unfold by simply examining the
individual provisions negotiated in a settlement.

As a pioneering effort in researching peace accords from
a network perspective, this study investigates the evolution
of peace accords together with the implementation of their
provisions. This enables us to uncover how different sub-
graphs and sequences in implementation activity lead to dif-
ferent peace process outcomes. We begin by constructing and
statistically characterising the bipartite network between peace
accords and the provisions they negotiated. We adapt network
measures to systematically describe the association between
peace accords and their provisions. These measures quantify
the diversification of peace accords in terms of the provisions
they negotiate, the ubiquity of provisions in unique peace
accords, and the implementability of provisions as measured
by the extent to which each provision is implemented across all
peace accords that contain it. To further explore the underlying
patterns in peace process implementation, we identify network
motifs (i.e., recurring, statistically significant implementation
sub-graphs) and meta-groups (i.e., directed implementation se-
quences) that are associated with successful implementations.
We compare motifs characteristic among peace processes with
high and low implementation success. Finally, our meta-group
analysis uses a topological sorting algorithm for determining
the precedence of provisions and reveals critical paths or
implementation sequences that are more likely to lead to
successful peace process implementation.

To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study to
investigate the structural interdependencies underlying peace
process dynamics using approaches and tools from social
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network analysis and aiming for a better understanding of
factors that drive peace process outcomes. The paper’s specific
contributions are threefold:

1) It adopts a set of network measures to provide a compre-
hensive characterisation of peace accords implementa-
tion in terms of diversity, ubiquity, and implementability.

2) It detects statistically significant patterns among peace
processes with low and high implementation success
using an appropriate ensemble of degree-preserving ran-
domised bipartite networks.

3) It identifies directed chronological implementation se-
quences that are characteristic of high and low imple-
mentation success, demonstrating the untapped potential
of network methods to detect the subtle structural and
habitual forces that often make peacebuilding difficult.

Our study contributes thus new knowledge to the body of liter-
ature on civil war termination and peacebuilding by providing
new empirical findings for peace research using complex
network analysis.

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows: We
begin by identifying literature on relevant network methods
(i.e., measures of bipartite networks, motifs, and meta-groups)
deployed previously in a variety of domains but peacebuilding.
We then briefly survey existing peace research that demon-
strates the salience of interdependencies in implementation
activity and sequencing. Next, we describe the data used in this
study and present new network measures for characterising
the association between peace accords and their provisions.
Following these explorations, we describe the methods em-
ployed for motif detection and meta-group analysis, present
analysis results, and discuss the implications of our study for
peacebuilding practice.

II. RELATED WORK

Although network studies investigating peace process imple-
mentation are largely missing, we find literature on network
models of broadly construed international relations. After sur-
veying a few exemplary papers from this wide area, we briefly
mention qualitative studies on peacebuilding that informed the
questions we address in this paper and then review a set of
network analytic papers that inspired the selection of network
methods that we use.

Several applications of network science exist in a variety
of peacebuilding-related disciplines. For example, Doreian et
al. utilised signed blockmodeling to study the multifaceted
dynamics of international relations [8]. Hafner et al. illustrate
how network analysis can serve as a toolkit to deepen existing
research on key international outcomes and as an instrument
for testing existing theories [9]. Despite these advances in
a variety of related disciplines, network research on critical
challenges to and inter-linkages of peace processes is scarce.
For the most part, existing scholarship on peace accords
implementation is of qualitative nature [5], [10]–[13], with the
exception of Maekawa et al. who employed a linear regression
model to examine the effect of peacekeeping deployment on
the rate of peace accords implementation [14]. The authors

found evidence that third-party guarantees such as the presence
of UN Peacekeeping Missions increase the overall likelihood
that peace accords will be implemented. Once implementation
has begun, Joshi et al. found that the level of peace accords im-
plementation is a significant predictor for durable peace [15].
The same authors further demonstrate that the sequencing of
provision implementation can reduce destabilising effects of
post-accord elections, granted that pre-election accommoda-
tion measures have been implemented [16].

The complex relationships between peace accords and
provisions lend themselves to modelling with two-mode or
bipartite networks. Bipartite networks are popular for studying
interactions in several domains [17] including human col-
laboration in the entertainment industry [18] and knowledge
production [19], in ecological [20], [21] and human [20]
communities, and in bio-geography [22], [23], finance [24],
and trade [25]–[28]. Despite the prevalence of bipartite net-
works in complex systems studies, their properties are difficult
to study using standard network measures such as average
path length and clustering coefficient due to their two-mode
nature. For example, the usual clustering coefficient measure
of uni-modal networks cannot be defined for bipartite net-
works where no odd cycles of any length can be observed,
because links between the same type of nodes are forbidden.
Previous studies on bipartite networks therefore typically rely
on measures of degree (the number of connections a node
has) and strength (the sum of weights for edges that are
adjacent to the node), nestedness (the extent to which nodes
with few connections are indirectly interacting with nodes
that have many connections), and connectance (the proportion
of possible connections observed). Furthermore, higher order
correlations between nodes can be defined through motifs.
Motif analysis is well-established in the study of unipar-
tite networks [29] and budding in the context of bipartite
networks. Research on ecological and economic networks
has shown that bipartite motifs are common in biological
systems for studying widespread nestedness in mutualistic
communities [30], [31] as well as in non-biological systems
for studying trade patterns [28] and assessing similarities in
stock market portfolios [24]. Another strand of research that is
highly relevant to our study developed network meta-groups to
investigate event sequences in dynamic bipartite networks [32].

Our work builds upon these existing studies to merge
network methods and relevant problems in peacebuilding,
eventually advancing both of those areas.

III. DATA

We rely on data from the Peace Accords Matrix (PAM) [33],
the largest existing collection of implementation data on
intrastate peace accords. The data set comprises 51 provi-
sions contained in 34 Comprehensive Peace Accords (CPA)
negotiated between 1989 and 2015. The peace accords are
comprehensive because (a) the major parties to the conflict
were involved in the negotiations that produced the peace
accord; and (b) the substantive issues underlying the dispute
were included in the negotiations [34]. Peace accords that
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Fig. 1: Provision implementation levels during the first decade
after the signing of the Mali National Pact in June 1991.
Shown are the 25 provisions that occur most frequently across
the data set.

fail to meet either of these two criteria are excluded from
the database. A major party is one that has sufficient mo-
bilisation capacity and influence to alter the outcome of a
peace process [35]. A provision is a legal clause or condition
contained within a contract that requires one or more parties
to fulfil a particular responsibility within a specified period
of time. The data measures the implementation points of
each provision in the decade following the signing of the
accord using four ordinal categories: 0 = no, 1 = minimal,
2 = moderate, and 3 = full implementation. The provisions
are further grouped into six categories: ceasefire, institutions,
security, rights, external arrangements, and other topics. The
10-year update captures both progress in terms of the imple-
mentation of the provisions of the peace accords as well as any
setbacks and implementation reversal. Figure 1 shows as an
example the implementation of the Mali National Pact signed
in 1991, listing the 25 provisions that occur most frequently
in our data. For each peace accord, we thus know the total
implementation points as the sum of implementation points of
all provisions in the peace accord as well as the aggregate
implementation score as the ratio of total implementation
points to the peace accord’s highest possible implementation
score (number of provisions*3). This yields a normalised
annual percentage. In the example of the Mali National Pact,
the total implementation points are 40, while the aggregate

implementation score is 83.33%.

IV. NETWORK PROPERTIES
We rely on the PAM data described above to construct a

bipartite graph, G = (A,P,E), consisting of two disjoint
and independent sets of nodes, accords (A) and provisions
(P ), such that each edge, E, includes a member of A and a
member of P . We use the bi-adjacency matrix, M = G, to
represent the data. We rely on binary and weighted networks
to describe the negotiation and implementation relationships
between the nodes, respectively. The binary network describes
the relation map = 1 that connects the nodes when a peace
accord negotiates a provision and map = 0, otherwise. From
the binary network, we compute the basic network properties
shown in Table I. Accordingly, 41.75% percent of the maxi-
mally possible connections are present in the binary network,
which indicates that peace accords tend to contain a large
number of provisions. This high connectance is due to the
data only recording comprehensive peace accords.

Fig. 2: Kernel density estimates of (a) accord diversifica-
tion, (b) provision ubiquity, (c) normalized provision imple-
mentability, and (b) accord aggregate implementation score.

We proceed by investigating the degree distributions of
peace accords and their provisions. Just like in research on
economic networks [28], for peace accords, we establish an ac-
cord diversification measure, da(M) =

∑P
p=1map, that repre-

sents the accord degree or number of unique provisions nego-
tiated by a peace accord. The average accord diversification is
21, meaning that, on average, 41.18% of all the provisions are
negotiated in a peace accord (see Figure 2a). Additionally, we
compute a provision ubiquity measure, up(M) =

∑A
a=1map,

that represents the provision degree or number of unique peace
accords that negotiate the provision. As shown in Figure 2b,
the distribution of provision ubiquity is bi-modal, indicating
that there are specialist and generalist provisions with the for-
mer being less and the latter being more frequently negotiated.
Based on this measure, some examples of generalist provisions
include those that are necessary for civil-war termination such
as a ceasefire agreement to end hostilities as well as Disar-
mament, Demobilisation, and Re-integration (DDR) strategies
for transitioning former combatants into civilian society. Spe-
cialist provisions include conflict-specific interventions such
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TABLE I: Summary statistics for the complete binary bipartite network as well as the subnetworks with low, moderate, and
high implementation.

Measure Formula Complete Low Moderate High
Network Implementation Implementation Implementation

Accords A 34 9 16 9
Provisions P 51 41 50 49
Links L(M) =

∑A
a=1

∑P
p=1map 724 159 374 191

Connectance c(M) = L(M)
A·P 0.42 0.35 0.46 0.42

Average Diversification da(M) = L(M)
A 21.29 17.67 23.38 21.22

Average Ubiquity up(M) = L(M)
P 14.20 3.88 7.48 3.90

Nestedness see Equations 1–3 0.62 0.54 0.71 0.55

as developing methods for resolving disagreements between
disputants through third-party involvement as well as forming
special committees to address damages and losses reported by
victims of conflict.

To characterise the generalist-specialist balance in the ob-
served network, we use a measure of nestedness that is widely
employed in ecology to investigate species distribution among
sites (e.g. islands, hosts, and resource patches). Similarly, this
measure allows us to investigate the distribution of provisions
among peace accords across the generalist-specialist spectrum.
Specifically, we use Almeida-Neto et al’s [36] measure of
Nestedness based on Overlap and Decreasing Fill (NODF).
We begin by defining:

Saa′ =

{
da 6= da′

∑
p mapma′p

min{da,da′}
otherwise 0

(1)

where Saa′ are determined by the pairs of peace accords for
which the number of ones in rows a and a′ are different. Next,
we define:

Tpp′ =

{
up 6= up′

∑
a mapmap′

min{up,up′}

otherwise 0
(2)

where Tpp′ are determined by the pairs of provisions for which
the number of ones in columns p and p′ are different. Finally,
NODF is defined as:

NODF = 2

∑
a<a′ Saa′ +

∑
p<p′ Tpp′

A(A− 1) + P (P − 1)
(3)

which calculates a measure of nestedness among all provisions
and peace accords by simply averaging all paired values of
A(A−1) rows and P (P−1) columns. Accordingly, the binary
network is nested when peace accords with low diversification
have a subset of the most ubiquitous provisions. The index
ranges from 0 to 1 where a value of 1 indicates perfect nesting.
We observe a nestedness index of 0.623.

The weighted network describes, quantitatively, the strength
of the relation, map, that specifies the extent to which an ac-
cord implements a provision. In the weighted network, we use
the provision implementation level ranging from 0 to 3 on an
ordinal scale, to measure the implementability of a provision,
np, as the sum of the provision’s implementation scores from

all peace accords that implement it: np(M) =
∑A

i=1map.
This measure represents the extent to which a provision
is implemented by all peace accords that negotiated it and
quantifies the ease of implementation and/or the cruciality
of the provision (e.g., implementing a ceasefire agreement
to end hostilities). Implementability is thus influenced by
an incentive-compatible mechanism that leads to prioritising
certain provisions over others. Since peace accords contain
different numbers of provisions, we compute the normalised
provision implementability, n̂p(M) =

np(M)
max{np(M)} , as a ratio

of the observed provision implementability to its maximum
possible, where: max{np(M)} = 3 ∗ dp. The resulting co-
efficient lies between 0 and 1, where 1 indicates the highest
provision implementability. Figure 2c shows that the provision
implementability follows a left-skewed normal distribution.
The average of the normalised provision implementability is
0.751 (std=0.185), meaning that, on average, most provisions
reach at least 75% aggregate implementation in the first decade
after they are negotiated. The provisions with the highest nor-
malised implementability (n̂p = 1) focus on external arrange-
ments in facilitating the presence of a United Nations (UN)
transitional authority and peacekeeping mission, international
arbitration on issues such as land, rights to self-determination,
independence referendum, and ratification mechanisms. These
provisions are key to implementation success because belliger-
ents often seek impartial international and internal verification
of the peace process [33]. The provisions with the lowest
normalised implementability (n̂p <= 0.5) pertain to media
reforms, natural resource management, reparations, and the
presence of a commission to address damages or loss. Similar
to our findings, previous comparative analyses of the data
demonstrate that belligerents are less likely to negotiate over
these issues and where these provisions were negotiated, very
few efforts were made to truly implement them [33].

V. MOTIFS AND META-GROUPS
We proceed by examining underlying patterns in the fre-

quency, concurrency, and sequence of implementation activity
to identify (i) motifs: negotiation and implementation patterns
that occur significantly more frequently in peace processes
than by chance and (ii) meta-groups: directed implementation
sequences deduced from node similarity and ordering. The fo-
cus of our study is to identify significant differences in network
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motifs and meta-groups characteristic of high and low peace
process implementation success. To establish a distinction be-
tween high, moderate, and low implementation peace accords,
we divide them into three weighted bipartite networks based on
the distribution of the aggregate implementation scores shown
in Figure 2d. Low implementation networks comprise peace
accords whose aggregate implementation score is within the
lower-quartile range, whereas high implementation networks
consist of peace accords with aggregate implementation score
within the upper-quartile range. Peace accords whose aggre-
gate implementation score falls within the inter-quartile range
constitute moderate implementation networks. Table I provides
a summary of each network’s properties.

Fig. 3: All bipartite sub-graphs containing up to six nodes.
Large numbers identify each sub-graph. Small numbers repre-
sent the unique positions nodes can occupy within sub-graphs.
Source: [37].

A. Higher Order Correlations in Implementation Activity
Motifs have been introduced as the basic building blocks

of networks [29]. Unlike aggregate network measures like
degree and nestedness, motifs are significantly more sensitive
to changes in network structure. Simmons et al., for example,
found that bipartite motifs in ecological systems capture 63%
more information about network structure compared to mul-
tivariate combinations of popular network-level indices [31].
Three features make bipartite motifs appealing for the study
of peace processes: (1) Going beyond the level of dyads, they
provide higher order correlations between groups of provisions
and accords, enabling us to learn about implicit similarities
in implementation; (2) They lend themselves to the separate
study of low and high implementation peace processes, which

is necessary for finding systematic differences between these
two categories; and (3) Given the yearly resolution of our
data, it is straightforward to compute motifs for different
years, thereby uncovering aspects of the temporal evolution of
implementation. For these reasons, we rely on motif analysis
to investigate whether there exist specific recurring and sta-
tistically significant network signatures that differentiate high
and low implementation success.

Fig. 4: The frequency with which each sub-graph shown
in Figure 3 occurs in the static network connecting peace
accords to negotiated provisions broken down by ultimate im-
plementation success (low and high). There were no significant
differences in frequencies between the two networks (KS test:
p = 0.282).

To perform this analysis, we compute efficiently the fre-
quency of all 44 possible two- to six-node sub-graphs shown in
Figure 3 using recently released software [37]. Within these 44
sub-graphs, individual nodes can occupy 148 unique positions,
which represent different situations [31] and require appro-
priate counting. This detail ensures that observed patterns do
not have a high significance simply because they have highly
significant sub-patterns. To assess the statistical significance of
these sub-graphs and thereby determine which ones are actual
motifs, we construct a suitable ensemble of null networks that
preserve network size, connectance, as well as the distributions
of diversification and ubiquity—thereby enforcing a stringent
comparison between the real network and the generated null
networks. This way we account for the presence of sub-graphs
that appear simply because of highly diversified accords and
ubiquitous provisions. When building the ensemble, we use a
Markov Chain Monte Carlo sampling method implemented via
edge swaps [38]–[40]. Using this approach, we can identify
motifs occurring at frequencies that are significantly higher
than those in the randomised ensemble. Our ensemble contains
10,000 randomised networks, each created via 10,000 edge
swaps. Motifs will be those sub-graphs for which the empirical
probability p of greater or equally appearance in a randomised
network compared to the real network is less than a specified
threshold. Alternatively, the significance of sub-graphs can
be quantified using the z-score, which indicates how many
standard deviations the observed sub-graph count is away from
the expected count. Using both statistics, we obtain the same
set of motifs and hereafter report only z-scores.
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Fig. 5: The frequency with which each sub-graph shown in Figure 3 occurs in the networks deduced from implementation
activity in the first three years. There exist notable differences in frequencies between low and high implementation networks.

Fig. 6: Significance of motifs in low and high implementation
networks.

Note that if we were to look at the static low vs high imple-
mentation networks between peace accords and their negoti-
ated provisions, without regard to subsequent implementation
activity, we would not find significant differences in terms
of the frequencies of their sub-graphs as shown in Figure 4.
This means that high and low implementation accords contain
more or less the same bipartite sub-graph structures and similar
provisions are negotiated in both accord networks. Therefore,
sub-graph frequencies in the binary negotiation networks do
not explain differences in peace process success.

To incorporate implementation dynamics, we build a binary
bipartite network for a specific year by connecting each accord
with the provision that has changed implementation level
when compared with the previous year. For instance, if the
implementation score of an accord’s provision has been 1
in year 1, 3 in year 2, and 3 in year 4, then we include a
connection between them in the networks built at year 1 and
2, but not at year 3 or later. Given that the first three years
after signing the accord are the most crucial in determining
whether a peace process is going to be successful or conflict
will resume, we show sub-graph frequencies for the first three
years in Figure 5. Accordingly, the binary networks generated
from implementation activity rather than the simple presence
of provisions in peace accords show significant differences in
sub-graph frequencies for all three years (KS test: p < 0.01).

We proceed by detecting motifs, i.e., sub-graphs occurring
at frequencies that are significantly higher than the frequen-
cies found in the randomised ensemble described above.

We observe differences in motifs characteristic of high and
low implementation success, as shown in Figure 6. In total,
eight motifs are associated with low implementation networks;
four out of these can also be found in high implementation
networks. Motifs 10, 26, 32, and 34, typical among low im-
plementation peace accords, belong to families of X-, W- and
M-motifs that represent combinations of V- and A-motifs [28],
[31]. V-Motifs account for the pairs of peace accords that
implement the same provision, thereby quantifying a similarity
between accords. Conversely, A-motifs account for the pairs
of provisions implemented by the same peace accord. X-
motifs measure the co-occurrence of any two peace accords
that implement the same couple of provisions, whereas W-
and M-motifs enlarge the set of accords/provisions in V- and
A-motifs, thereby describing higher-order correlations. These
same classes of motifs have been identified in ecological and
economic networks where they have been shown to provide
meaningful insights into the structure of biotic interactions
and roles of species in ecosystems [31] as well as in the
early detection of structural changes indicative of impending
financial crises in the World Trade Web (WTW) [28].

Network motifs therefore provide a high-level comparison
between low and high implementation networks, but no further
information about the identity of individual nodes in specific
motifs. Moreover, they only focus on frequency and ignore the
order of implementations. To address these lacks, in the next
step we identify specific sequences of provision implemen-
tation activity characteristic of high and low implementation
success. We believe that this yields substantial merit for
peacebuilding practice and discuss thus in the following our
implementation of a graph topological sorting algorithm for
mining such sequences.

B. Ordered Implementation Sequences
To find critical paths or provision implementation sequences

that are associated with high implementation success, we argue
that one can use similarities between provisions in terms of
the accords that implemented them. The basic idea is that for
each implementation year, we define the similarity between
provisions based on their implementability and assume that
previously similarly successful provisions will facilitate overall
successful implementation, if implemented concurrently again.
Specifically, if two provisions have been implemented to the
same extent by a similar set of accords, they could be tackled
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concurrently because either their implementation required sim-
ilar infrastructure or their preconditions were already met. This
idea fits neatly into a broad formalism introduced to identify
meta-groups in networks [32].

We develop Algorithm 1 by adapting the meta-group frame-
work with respect to our key objectives: (i) Instead of chrono-
logically, we order provisions by implementability as a basis
for similarity; and (ii) We replace the set similarity measure
(e.g., the Jaccard index) with a weighted similarity to account
for the extent to which accords implement provisions. The
adapted algorithm can then be formalised as follows: Given a
set of provisions P = {p1, p2, . . . , pt}, we partition them by
their normalised implementability score, π1, π2, . . . , πn of P ,
one partition for each normalised implementability score n̂p.
Each partition, πi, is then a set of disjoint provisions. π(p)
denotes the index of the partition to which p belongs, i.e., if
p ∈ πi then π(p) = i. Given two provisions, p and p′, we
define a similarity measure for them as:

sim(p, p′) =
A∑

a=1

|map −map′ |.

We say that the provisions are similar if sim(p, p′) ≥ β, where
β is a threshold. A meta-group is then a sequence of provisions
such that provisions are ordered by partition implementability

i, j, 1 ≤ i < j ≤ t : π(pi) < π(pj)

and consecutive provisions in the meta-group are similar

i, 1 ≤ i < t : sim(pi, pi+1) ≥ β.

Building the meta-group this way produces a Directed Acyclic
Graph (DAG) whose nodes are provisions and whose edges
go from pi to pj if π(pi) < π(pj) and sim(pi, pj) ≥ β. A
topological sorting of this DAG enables studying the longest
and heaviest paths, associated with the most persistent and
most stable meta-groups, respectively.

ALGORITHM 1: Meta-Group Mining (t, β)
1: graph← Kt . Kt: empty graph on t provisions
2: provisions← sort(p1, p2, . . . , pt, by = n̂p)
3: Loop ∀i < j:
4: if sim(pi, pj) > β then
5: graph.add edge(pi, pj)
6: end if
7: Return graph.

Using Algorithm 1, we create meta-groups for the t =
10 provisions with highest implementability using different
ranges of β and compare implementation sequences between
high and low implementation networks to investigate whether
there exist differences in patterns that are associated with
higher implementation success. Our results show different
implementation sequences characteristic of high and low im-
plementation success in the corresponding networks as shown
in Figure 7. The sequences shown are representative for years
2 and 3 as well and provide thus a representative account

FIG. 7: Provision meta-groups for high and low imple-
mentation peace accords in their first implementation year.
Provisions with higher implementability have higher prece-
dence in the topologically sorted graphs than those with
lower implementability. Implementability decreases from left
to right; direction of arrows are omitted for clarity and in each
case go from left to right.

of implementation sequences in the most critical years after
signing an accord. Note that, despite the sparsity of the
low implementation sequence at lower similarity thresholds,
high implementation sequences are more persistent than low
implementation sequences. The persistence of each imple-
mentation sequence can be easily measured by finding the
longest path in the sequence. In the context of peacebuilding,
the most persistent implementation sequence maximises the
number of provisions implemented within the meta-group
thereby maximising the aggregate implementation score which
captures the overall success of a peace accord.

VI. CONCLUSION

Peace research has historically been theory-rich and data-
poor. Recent data collection efforts have provided a valuable
world-wide data set, but analytical and computational tools
to analyse it have been lagging. Specifically, it has not been
investigated from a network perspective before. Given indica-
tion from within the peace research community for the impor-
tance of interdependencies between peace accords and their
provisions [16], in this paper, we modelled the Peace Accords
Matrix as a network, thereby providing a systematic charac-
terisation of peace accord diversification, provision ubiquity,
implementability, and nestedness. Furthermore, we identified
statistically significant network patterns and implementation
sequences indicative of high vs low implementation success.
Our results show that differences in negotiated provisions
do not explain subsequent implementation success. Instead,
we detected four higher order motifs that are statistically
significant only in low implementation networks. These are
variations of X-, W-, and M-motifs, also observed in ecological
and economic networks. Additionally, we found provision
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sequences that are characteristic of high peace process im-
plementation success.

We anticipate that the identified differences in motifs and
meta-groups between high and low implementation networks
can serve as early-warning indicators of unsuccessful imple-
mentation, allowing timely adjustments and making consid-
erable differences for affected areas. Further research can
build upon the graph topological features identified here to
design machine learning models for early prediction of peace
process success or failure. A different line of future work
could track the long-term evolution of peacebuilding and make
methodological contributions by developing aggregation meth-
ods that integrate yearly provision implementation sequences
and establish which year-to-year sequences lead to high long-
term success. These and similar efforts would continue to
advance an area of study that has critical broad impacts and to
which this paper has contributed knowledge on how to design
better peace accord implementation plans that glean useful
information from intrinsically interconnected peace processes.
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